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Abstract

As COVID-19 vaccines become available, different model-based approach have been developed to
evaluate strategic priorities for vaccine allocation to reduce severe illness. One strategy is to directly
prioritize groups that are likely to experience medical complications due to COVID-19, such as older
adults. A second strategy is to limit community spread by reducing importations, for example by
vaccinating members of the mobile labour force, such as rotational workers. This second strategy may
be appropriate for regions with low disease prevalence, where importations are a substantial fraction of
all cases and reducing the importation rate reduces the risk of community outbreaks, which can provide
significant indirect protection for vulnerable individuals. Current studies have focused on comparing
vaccination strategies in the absence of importations, and have not considered allocating vaccines to
reduce the importation rate. Here, we provide an analytical criteria to compare the reduction in the
risk of hospitalization and intensive care unit (ICU) admission over four months when either older
adults or rotational workers are prioritized for vaccination. Vaccinating rotational workers (assumed to
be 6,000 individuals and about 1% of the Newfoundland and Labrador (NL) population) could reduce
the average risk of hospitalization and ICU admission by 42%, if no community spread is observed at
the time of vaccination, because epidemic spread is reduced and vulnerable individuals are indirectly
protected. In contrast, vaccinating all individuals aged 75 and older (about 43,300 individuals, or 8%
of the NL population) would lead to a 24% reduction in the average risk of hospitalization, and to a
45% reduction in the average risk of ICU admission, because a large number of individuals at high risk
from COVID-19 are now vaccinated. Therefore, reducing the risk of hospitalization and ICU admission
of the susceptible population by reducing case importations would require a significantly lower number
of vaccines. Benefits of vaccinating rotational workers decrease with increasing infection prevalence in
the community. Prioritizing members of the mobile labour force should be considered as an efficient
strategy to indirectly protect vulnerable groups from COVID-19 exposure in regions with low disease
prevalence.

Keywords : Vaccination, priority, vaccines policy, mobile labor force, intraprovincial workers, rota-
tional workers, COVID-19, importations, truck drivers
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Introduction1

Vaccines for COVID-19 have become available (Corum et al., 2020), and authorities are facing decisions2

as to which groups to prioritize to mitigate severe illness due to COVID-19. Model-based approaches have3

been developed to compare the efficiency of different vaccination strategies in reducing hospitalization,4

intense care unit (ICU) admission, death, or long COVID (Bubar et al., 2021; Mulberry et al., 2021; Chen5

et al., 2021). A common strategy has been to prioritize vulnerable individuals, defined as people at high6

risk from COVID-19 (NHS), such as older adults (Bubar et al., 2021), or people with health conditions7

(e.g., heart or lung conditions, weakened immune systems, obesity, or diabetes) (Persad et al., 2021).8

Other effective vaccination strategies have included prioritizing essential workers (Mulberry et al., 2021),9

or individuals with a large number of social contacts (Chen et al., 2021).10

An alternative approach is to vaccinate groups that are likely to introduce the disease into the com-11

munity, such as rotational workers or other members of the mobile labour force (Lemke, 2021). These are12

workers that, to perform essential functions, are required to cross provincial or international borders on a13

regular basis (Neis et al., 2020). Examples include fisheries workers, truck drivers, flight crews, or other14

individuals that alternate times away at work with time at home. These workers may become infected15

with COVID-19 while working in another province, and when returning home may initiate a community16

outbreak. No current studies have considered how reducing the importation rate by vaccinating rotational17

workers could lower the risk of community infections and severe illness due to COVID-19 by preventing18

spread to all individuals, including those in vulnerable groups.19

The population of Newfoundland and Labrador (NL) is ∼522,000 and more than 90% of the population20

lives on the island of Newfoundland (Statistica, 2021). The island has very few ports of entries and during21

the pandemic has been subject to stringent border control (Hurford et al., 2021). In part, due to these22

strict measures, NL has experienced very minimal community spread for extended periods of time (Berry23

et al., 2020). In NL rotational workers are a significant part of the work force (Hewitt et al., 2018),24

where a rotational worker is defined as ‘a resident of Newfoundland and Labrador who travels to another25

province or territory of Canada to work, on a set schedule of time away at work alternating with time26

at home in Newfoundland and Labrador’ (GovNL, 2021). The large majority of rotational workers from27

NL are intraprovincial workers employed in Ontario, Alberta, and Nova Scotia (Hewitt et al., 2018), and28

since October 2020 infection prevalence in Ontario and Alberta has been substantially higher than in NL29

(Berry et al., 2020). Vaccinating rotational workers could reduce the rate at which the virus is imported30

in a region, reducing the chance of a community outbreak and providing indirect protection for those31

individuals that are likely to experience medical complications due to COVID-19.32

Here, we quantify the reduction in the risk of hospitalization and ICU admission if: (1) vulnerable33

groups in the community are vaccinated, thus reducing the average probabilities of hospitalization and34

ICU admission across the remaining susceptible population, where the average is calculated by considering35

the age structure and the probabilities of hospitalization and ICU admission for each age group in the36

susceptible population (see Appendix A); or (2) rotational workers are vaccinated, thus reducing the rate37

that the virus is imported in the community, and, in turn, reducing the risk of community outbreaks,38

but leaving probabilities of hospitalization and ICU admission of the susceptible population unchanged.39

We derive a concise analytical criteria to compare the reduction in risk occurring when strategies (1) and40

(2) are applied. The criteria is based on easily accessible quantities, such as infection prevalence in the41

community at the time of vaccination, the number of importations to the province due to non-self-isolating42

rotational workers, the percent reduction in viral transmission after vaccination, and the probabilities of43

hospitalization and ICU admission of the vulnerable group vaccinated (Fig. 1). We calculate the risk of44

hospitalization and ICU admission for NL when rotational workers or older adults are vaccinated. Our45

analysis provides additional support for public health decisions regarding vaccine prioritization strategies.46
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Fig. 1: Schematic representation of our research question. Our objective is to quantify the reduction in the risk of hospital-
ization and ICU admission when vulnerable groups (red individuals in the figure) or rotational workers (blue individuals) are
vaccinated. Black individuals represent other non-vulnerable community members. A box around an individual symbolizes
vaccination. Vaccinating vulnerable groups reduces the average probabilities of hospitalization and ICU admission for the
remaining susceptible population. Vaccinating rotational workers reduces the importation rate, and prevents community
outbreaks that may otherwise have occurred.

Model and Methods47

Modelling the impact of vaccination on the infection dynamics: We use a SIR model (Kermack and48

McKendrick, 1927) with importations to simulate changes in the infectious status of a population as a49

consequence of community and disease introduction from external sources. The disease can spread from50

infected individuals I to susceptible individuals S, with a transmission rate β per day. The rate that51

infected individuals enter the province and fail to self-isolate is m individuals per day, and all infected52

individuals are assumed to be immediately infectious. Infected individuals recover from infection (or die)53

at rate γ per day, and are subsequently removed from the description of the infection dynamics. We54

assume that the rate that individuals enter the province remains low over time, and the total population55

size can be approximated by the constantN . The system of differential equation representing the dynamics56

described above is:57

dS

dt
=
−βSI
N

,

dI

dt
=
βSI

N
− γI +m,

dR

dt
= γI ,

(1)58

with initial conditions {S0, I0, R0}. We assume that at time zero a certain number of individuals in the59

community(V0 ≥ 0) are already vaccinated. Additionally, we assume that at this time a certain number of60
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vaccines are available to vaccinate either vulnerable individuals (Vg), or rotational workers Vw. Therefore61

we will consider the situations where the same number V of either vulnerable individuals or rotational62

workers are vaccinated (i.e., either Vg = V and Vw = 0, or Vw = V and Vg = 0), as well as the situation63

where neither rotational workers nor vulnerable individuals are vaccinated (Vg = Vw = 0). We assume64

that vaccination reduces the probability that susceptible individuals become infected and transmit the65

disease by (1− Z), where Z = 0 indicates that vaccination completely prevents viral transmission, while66

Z = 1 indicates that vaccination does not prevent viral transmission. We derive the following initial67

condition for the number of susceptible individuals in the community at time zero:68

S0 = N − I0 − V0(1− Z)− Vw(1− Z)− Vg(1− Z), (2)69

where I0 represents infection prevalence at time zero, and is understood as the number of cases that are70

not in self-isolation and are spreading infections undetected in the community at the time vaccination71

begins.72

Unvaccinated rotational workers are part of the susceptible class, but can also introduce the disease73

into the community through importations. The importation rate (m infections per day) is determined by74

the total number of rotational workers W , by the number of rotational workers vaccinated (Vw), by the75

proportion of importations due to non-self isolating rotational workers (η), by the importation rate due76

to other non-self-isolating travelers (ω individuals per day), and by the reduction in viral transmission77

after vaccination (Z). As such:78

m = (W − Vw)η + VwZη + ω , (3)79

and vaccinating rotational workers reduces the importation rate m. We define m0 as the importation80

rate before rotational workers are vaccinated, and mr as the reduced importation rate when rotational81

workers have been vaccinated. Vaccinating vulnerable groups does not affect the importation rate. Model82

parameters and default values used for the simulations are summarized in Table 1.83
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Table 1: Description of model variables and parameters used for the simulations. Default values are based on population
structure and epidemiological features of NL.

Symbol Description Default value

S Susceptible individuals –
I Infected individuals (not in self-isolation) –
R Recovered individuals –
S0 Susceptible individuals at time zero see Eq. (2)
I0 Infected individuals (not in self-isolation) at time zero 0 to 60 individuals
N Total population 522,103 individuals (Statistica, 2021)
T Time frame considered for the simulations 120 days

C(T ) Number of cumulative cases over a time interval T –
β Transmission rate 1.1γ per day ∗

β0 and βv Transmission rates before and after vaccination βS0/N
γ Recovery rate 1/14 per day (Hurford and Watmough, 2021)

m0 and mr Importation rates before and after vaccinating RW –
Z Probability of viral transmission after vaccination 0.67 (Wise, 2021)
W Number of rotational workers 6,000 individuals ∗

η Rate of imported cases per non-self-isolating RW 0.4/W to 2/W per month ∗

ω
Rate of imported cases due to other non-self-isolating

travelers 0.4 to 2 per month ∗

V0 Number of individuals vaccinated before time zero ∼10,000 individuals ∗∗

Vg and Vw Number of VG or RW vaccinated at time zero ∼6’000 individuals ∗∗

Ph and Phr

Average probabilities of hospitalization
before and after vaccinating VG 7.89% and 7.61% ∗∗

Pu and Pur

Average probabilities of ICU admission
before and after vaccinating VG 2.35% and 2.14% ∗∗

* Estimated parameters. See Appendix B for variations on the default values. ** See Appendix A for derivation.

Quantification of risk reduction due to vaccination: To quantify the reduction in the risk of hospitaliza-
tion and ICU admission of a community when rotational workers (RW) or vulnerable groups (VG) are
vaccinated, we define:

% Reduction in hospitalization risk =

[
1− Expected hospitalizations (RW or VG vaccinated)

Expected hospitalizations (no vaccination)

]
× 100 .

An equivalent equation can be written for the % reduction in the risk of ICU admission.84

To calculate the expected number of hospitalizations and ICU admission we compute the number of
cumulative infections C(T ) over a certain period of time T by using Eq. (1). We multiply then C(T ) by
the average probabilities of hospitalization (Ph) or ICU admission (Pu) of the susceptible population and
obtain:

Expected hospitalizations = Ph C(T ) & Expected ICU admission = Pu C(T ) .

Vaccinating RW reduces the expected number of hospitalizations by reducing the importation rate85

(see Eq. (3)), and thus the cumulative number of infectious cases. Vaccinating vulnerable groups reduces86

the average probabilities of hospitalization (from Ph to Phr) and ICU admission (from Pu to Pur) for the87

susceptible population because vaccinated vulnerable individuals are no longer included in the calculation88

of this average. (see Table 1 and Appendix A).89

Application to Newfoundland and Labrador: We compare the reduction in the risk of hospitalization and90

ICU admission in NL when vaccinating either rotational workers or vulnerable individuals. We estimate91
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that NL has about 6,000 rotational workers. The census data (Population and Demographics) indicates92

that in NL about 12,000 individuals are between 80 and 84 years old. We consider half of the older93

adults in the 80-84 age group to be the vulnerable individuals of interest for our analysis, as this group94

offers a good size comparison with RW. Additionally, we consider that individuals aged 85 or older have95

already received the vaccine. The same analysis could be performed for a different vulnerable group,96

whose vaccination leads to a decrease in the average probabilities of hospitalization and ICU admission97

of the susceptible population.98

Using the NL census data (Population and Demographics), the age-stratified probabilities of hospi-99

talization and ICU admission (Ferguson et al., 2020; Kronbichler et al., 2020), and the distribution of100

asymptomatic cases by age groups (Kronbichler et al., 2020), we calculate the average probabilities of101

hospitalization and ICU admission in NL, where the average is taken across the age-structure in the102

susceptible population. The exact data used are given in Appendix A. Our estimates are Ph = 7.89%103

for the average probability of hospitalization in NL due to COVID-19 infection, and Pu = 2.35% for104

the average probability of ICU admission (if individuals aged 85 and above are vaccinated). Assuming105

that vaccination prevents severe illness (Voysey et al., 2021; Knoll and Wonodi, 2021), vaccinating 6,000106

older adults aged 80-84 would lower the average probability of hospitalization of the remaining susceptible107

population to Phr = 7.61%, and the average probability of ICU admission to Pur = 2.14%. We estimate108

that NL may experience 0.4 to 2 importations of cases of non-self-isolating individuals every month, and109

we assume rotational workers are responsible for 20% to 80% of those importations.110

Results111

Quantification of risk reduction due to vaccination: The risk of hospitalization when vulnerable groups112

are vaccinated can be expressed as113

% Reduction in risk of hospitalization (VG vaccinated) =

[
1− PhrC(T, βv,m0)

PhC(T, β0,m0)

]
× 100 , (4)114

where Ph and Phr are the average probabilities of hospitalization before and after vaccination and115

C(T, β,m) is the number of cumulative cases, which depends on the time interval T considered, on116

the transmission rate before or after vaccination (βj = βS0/N , for j = 0, v), and on the importation117

rate m0. Similarly, the reduction in risk of ICU admission when VG are vaccinated is given by118

% Reduction in risk of ICU admission (VG vaccinated) =

[
1− PurC(T, βv,m0)

PuC(T, β0,m0)

]
× 100 , (5)119

where Pu and Pur are the average probabilities of ICU admission before and after vaccination.120

The reduction in the risk of hospitalization and ICU admission when RW are vaccinated is:121

% Reduction in risk of hospitalization (RW vaccinated) =

[
1− C(mr, βv, T )

C(m0, β0, T )

]
× 100 , (6)122

where m0 and mr represent the importation rates before and after vaccination, and depend on the number123

of RW (W ), on the number of RW vaccinated (Vw), on viral transmission after vaccination (Z), on124

the proportion of successful importations due to non-self-isolating rotational workers (η), and on the125

importation rate due to other non-self-isolating travelers (ω) (see Eq. (3)). Note that the reduction in the126

risk of hospitalization when RW are vaccinated is equal to the reduction in the risk of ICU admission, as127

the probabilities Ph and Pu remain unchanged before and after vaccination of RW, and can be canceled128

from the numerator and the denominator of the fraction of Eq. (6).129
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We can determine when a reduction in the risk of hospitalization due to vaccinating VG equals a130

reduction in the risk of hospitalization obtained by vaccinating RW as follows:131

PhrC(T, βv,m0)

PhC(T, β0,m0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Reduction in hospitalization risk

obtained by vaccinating VG

=
C(T, βv,mr)

C(T, β0,m0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Reduction in hospitalization risk
obtained by vaccinating RW

. (7)132

Eq. (7) can be simplified as:133

Phr
Ph

=
C(T, βv,mr)

C(T, βv,m0)
. (8)134

The risk of hospitalization can therefore be equally reduced by a reduction in the average probability of135

hospitalization, or by a reduction in the expected number of cumulative infections.136

When infection prevalence remains low, and changes in the susceptible population over a short period137

of time remain small, the system of Eq. (1) can be approximated by a single linear differential equation138

in I, namely:139

dI

dt
= (βj − γ)I +m, with I(0) = I0 (9)140

with solution141

I(t) =


m

γ − βj
+

(
I0 −

m

γ − βj

)
e−(γ−βj)t for βj 6= γ,

mt+ I0 for βj = γ .

(10)142

where βj = βS0/N , for j = 0, v. The cumulative number of infections can be computed by solving the143

integral:144

C(T, βj ,m) =

∫ T

0
[βjI(t) +m]dt, (11)145

with analytical solution146

C(T, βj ,m) =


βjmT

γ − βj
+

βj
(γ − βj)2

(m− I0(γ − βj))(e−(γ−βj)T − 1) +mT, for βj 6= γ,

1
2βjmT

2 + βjI0T +mT, for βj = γ.

(12)147

Note that if infection prevalence is initially zero (i.e., I0 = 0), the number of cumulative cases is linearly148

proportional to the importation rate m (cfr. Eq. (12); to see this note that C(m,βj , T ) = mC(βj , T ) for149

I0 = 0), and Eq. (8) can be rewritten as150

Phr
Ph

=
mr

m0
. (13)151

Thus, for I0 = 0 (i.e., in the absence of community spread at vaccination time), an X% reduction in the152

importation rate has the same impact on reducing the risk of hospitalization as an X% reduction in the153

average probability of hospitalization. Note that Eq. (13) does not depend on the transmission rate β in154

the community or on the time interval T considered.155

In contrast, for I0 > 0, an X% reduction in the probability of hospitalization has a much larger156

impact than the same X% reduction in the importation rate. For example, if I0 = 20, a 70% reduction157

in the importation rate corresponds to a 10% reduction in the probability of hospitalization. A graphical158

representation of Eq. (8) as a function of infection prevalence at the initial time is given in Fig. 2. The159

importance of vaccinating rotational workers when I0 > 0 decreases more rapidly when the importation160

rate is low, when viral transmission is high and when shorter time intervals are considered (see Appendix161

B, Figs. B.1 and B.2). An analogous relationship to Eq. (8) can be written to compare a reduction in the162

probability of ICU admission and a reduction in the importation rate:163

Pur
Pu

=
C(T, βv,mr)

C(T, βv,m0)
. (14)164
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Fig. 2: Equivalence between an X% reduction in the importation rate (blue lines) and an X% reduction in the average
probability of hospitalization (red lines) in reducing the risk of hospitalization, as a function of the number of infectious
cases in the community I0 (not in self-isolation) (cfr. Eq. (8)). A reduction in the importation rate can be achieved by
vaccinating rotational workers. A reduction in the average probability of hospitalization can be achieved by vaccinating
vulnerable groups in the community. Note that in the absence of community spread (i.e., I0 = 0) an X% reduction in the
importation rate corresponds to an X% reduction in the average probability of hospitalization for the susceptible population
(cfr. Eq. (13)). When infection prevalence is larger than zero, a reduction in the importation rate has a smaller impact than
the same relative reduction in the average probability of hospitalization. For example, if I0 = 20, a 70% reduction in the
importation rate corresponds to a 10% reduction in the average probability of hospitalization. Also shown is the equivalence
between a reduction in the importation rate and the average probability of ICU admission (cfr. Eq. (14)).

Application to Newfoundland and Labrador: Fig. 3 shows the reduction in the risk of hospitalization165

obtained when 6,000 rotational workers (corresponding to 1% of the total population) or 6,000 individu-166

als between 80 and 84 years (i.e., half of the 80-84 age group in NL) are vaccinated. We can see that if167

infection prevalence is initially zero and if rotational workers are responsible for 60% of the importations,168

vaccinating rotational workers decreases the risk of hospitalization and ICU admission by 42%. Alter-169

natively, vaccinating older adults would lead to a 7% reduction in the risk of hospitalization and a 12%170

reduction in the risk of ICU admission for the susceptible population. Even if non-self-isolating rotational171

workers are responsible for only 20% of importations, vaccination would lead to a 16% reduction in the172

risk of hospitalization and ICU admission, which is still higher than the reduction achieved by vaccinating173

half of the 80-84 age group.174

Using Eqs. (3) and (13) we can show that, if infection prevalence at the time of vaccination is zero,175

vaccinating rotational workers may ensure a large reduction in the risk of hospitalization and ICU admis-176

sion with a lower number of vaccines. We estimate that if vaccination reduces viral transmission by 67%177

(Wise, 2021), and if rotational workers are responsible of 60% of the importations (with 1.2 importations178

per month due to non-self-isolating rotational workers and 0.8 non-self-isolated importations per month179

due to other sources, i.e., Wη = 1.2/30 and ω = 0.8/30), vaccinating 6,000 rotational workers would lead180
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to a 42% reduction in the importation rate, and thus to an equivalent reduction in the risk of hospital-181

ization and ICU admission (see Eq. (13) and Fig. 3). In contrast, vaccinating all individuals aged 75 and182

older in NL (about 43,300 individuals, or 8% of the total population) would lead to only a 24% reduction183

in the risk of hospitalization, and a 45% reduction in the risk of ICU admission.184

The benefits of vaccinating rotational workers decrease rapidly with increasing number of infectious185

cases in the community. With 50 infectious cases in the community (not in self-isolation), vaccinating half186

of the 80-84 age group has a nearly equivalent impact on reducing the risk of hospitalization as vaccinating187

rotational workers, even if rotational workers are responsible for 80% of the imported cases. With only188

20 infectious cases, the reduction in the risk of ICU admission obtained when vaccinating older adults is189

nearly equivalent to what obtained by vaccinating rotational workers.190

Fig. 3: Percent reduction in the risk of hospitalization and ICU admission when rotational workers (blue curves) or half
of adults in the 80-84 age group in NL are vaccinated (red curves). The numbers on the blue lines are the percentage of
importations due to non-self-isolating rotational workers. Vaccinating rotational workers decreases the risk of hospitalizations
and ICU admissions alike (see Eqs. (6)). Results are obtained using the model presented in the system of Eq. (1), with
parameter values given in Table 1.

Discussion191

Most studies on vaccine priorities found that an efficient strategy to reduce severe illness due to COVID-19192

is to first vaccinate groups that are likely to experience severe illness (Bubar et al., 2021; Babus et al.,193

2020; Jentsch et al., 2020; Buckner et al., 2020). However, these studies did not consider the impact of194

disease importations on the infection dynamics. Importations can constitute a significant infection source195

in regions such as the Atlantic Provinces and the Territories, where most COVID-19 cases are travel-196

related. We consider both community spread and virus importations by travelers to evaluate the impact197

of vaccinating rotational workers on reducing the risk of hospitalization and ICU admission. We show198

that, when disease prevalence at the time of vaccination is low, community spread can be significantly199

reduced by vaccinating individuals that are likely to introduce the disease in the community, thereby200

indirectly protecting vulnerable individuals from infection.201

We compare the expected number of hospitalizations and ICU admission over four months in the202
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absence of vaccination to this same quantity if rotational workers or vulnerable groups had been vaccinated.203

We found that, when infection prevalence at the time of vaccination is zero, an X% decrease in the204

importation rate and an X% decrease in the average probability of hospitalization (or ICU admission)205

reduce the risk of hospitalization (and ICU admission) in the community by equal amounts. However, if the206

number of rotational workers is low, reducing disease importations would require significantly less vaccines207

than reducing the average probabilities of hospitalization and ICU admission. We show that the reduction208

in the risk of hospitalization and ICU admission when vaccinating 6,000 rotational workers (or 1% of the209

NL population) can be 3-7 times larger than that obtained if the same number of vaccines were directly210

given to individuals aged 80 years and older instead. Indeed, vaccinating a small number of older adults211

would not be sufficient to significantly lower the average hospitalization and ICU admission probabilities212

amongst the remaining susceptible population when the number of elderly individuals vaccinated is too213

few. This strategy, however, relies on being able to correctly identify rotational workers, so as to not214

vaccinate individuals who falsely identify themselves as such.215

Vaccinating rotational workers becomes less desirable when infection prevalence in the community216

at the time of vaccination is high. Our findings are in agreement with the analysis of Russell et al.217

(2021), showing that imported cases greatly contribute to local epidemic outbreaks in countries with low218

COVID-19 prevalence, but not in regions with high prevalence. Our analysis shows that the prioritization219

of rotational workers for vaccination will reduce the importation rate and is likely to prevent community220

outbreaks that might otherwise have occurred, but we note that it will not be possible to observe these221

averted community outbreaks. Therefore, while the prioritization of rotational workers should be consid-222

ered for communities with low infection prevalence to protect their vulnerable groups, the effect of this223

vaccination strategy can only be assessed with scenario modelling.224

Our work provides an analytical criteria that can be easily adopted by public health officials to evaluate225

whether protection of vulnerable individuals can be achieved by prioritizing members of the mobile labour226

force for vaccination. Our criteria relates basic elements, such as infection prevalence at the time of227

vaccination, importation rate, viral transmission after vaccination, and population age structure, to the228

risk of hospitalization and ICU admission before and after vaccination. Our simple model disentangles229

the basic relationships between the importation rate and the consequent community infection dynamics,230

to capture features relevant for planning vaccines prioritization strategies. The analysis presented here231

can be easily applied to compare vaccinating rotational workers and any vulnerable group known to be232

at high risk from COVID-19, consisting for example of individuals with health conditions or individuals233

of other age groups, provided that their vaccination leads to a reduction in the average probabilities of234

hospitalization and ICU admission of the susceptible population.235

For more accurate predictions, future research should consider rotational worker compliance with236

quarantine, self-isolation and testing requirements (Arino et al., 2020), disease prevalence at work loca-237

tion (affecting the importation rate) (Lopez et al., 2016), the risk of importing new variants of concern238

(Du et al., 2021), waning immunity (Bubar et al., 2021), non-pharmaceutical interventions, population239

heterogeneity, and, more generally, stochasticity. Variants of concern are particularly relevant to consider,240

as immediately after their identification, the prevalence of the particular variant will be low in all other241

regions. Therefore, our results may apply to all regions of the world with a substantial mobile work force242

when variants of concern with significant novel effects emerge. Additionally, the dichotomy we consider243

is to illustrate the value of vaccinating rotational workers, which has been under-explored, however, in244

practice a multi-pronged approach where vulnerable groups and rotational workers are vaccinated simulta-245

neously is sensible, particularly as more vaccines arrive. Finally, the focus of our work is epidemiological,246

although economic implications, moral and ethical considerations, and consequences for mental health247

should also be considered (Giubilini, 2019; Premji, 2020).248
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Appendix A: Supplementary Data331

Population:332

• Age groups considered:333

{0–9, 10–19, 20-29, 30-39, 40-49, 50-59, 60-69, 70-79, 80+}.334

• Population of Newfoundland and Labrador by age group (Population and Demographics):335

Pnl = {43778, 53180, 56986, 59093, 67180, 83319, 82057, 53637, 22873}.336

• Proportion of the Newfoundland and Labrador population in each age group (where the total pop-337

ulation size N = 522, 103 (Population and Demographics)):338

pnl0 = 1
NPnl .339

• Proportion of the susceptible Newfoundland and Labrador population in each age group (if individ-340

uals aged 85 and above, 10,256 people (Population and Demographics), are vaccinated. We assume341

that vaccination reduces viral transmission by 0.67% (Knoll and Wonodi, 2021)):342

pnl = 1
N−10,256 (1−0.67)PNL .343

• Proportion of the unvaccinated Newfoundland and Labrador population in each age group (if half of344

the 80-84 age group, 6,309 people, and individuals aged 85 and above, 10,256 people, are vaccinated.345

We assume that vaccination reduces viral transmission by 67% (Knoll and Wonodi, 2021)):346

pnlr = 1
N−(10,256+6,309)(1−0.67)PNL .347

Probabilities of hospitalization and ICU admission:348

• Age-stratified probabilities of hospitalization given symptomatic infection (Ferguson et al., 2020):349

ps = {0.001, 0.003, 0.012, 0.032, 0.049, 0.102, 0.166, 0.243, 0.273}.350

• Age-stratified probabilities of asymptomatic infection (adapted from Kronbichler et al. (2020)):351

pa = {0.191, 0.147, 0.162, 0.147, 0.074, 0.103, 0.074, 0.074, 0.074}.352

• Age-stratified probabilities of hospitalization (assuming that asymptomatic infections do not result353

in hospitalization.) (ph0 = ps(1− pa)):354

ph0 = {0.0008, 0.0026, 0.0101, 0.0273, 0.0454, 0.0915, 0.1537, 0.2250, 0.2528}.355

• Age-stratified probabilities of ICU admission given hospitalization (Ferguson et al., 2020):356

puh0 = {0.05, 0.05, 0.05, 0.05, 0.063, 0.122, 0.274, 0.432, 0.709}.357

• Age-stratified probabilities of ICU admission (pu0 = ph0puh0):358

pu0 = {0.0000, 0.0001, 0.0005, 0.0014, 0.0029, 0.0112, 0.0421, 0.0972, 0.1792}.359

Probabilities of hospitalization and ICU admission after vaccination of older individuals: To calculate360

those probabilities we assume that vaccination prevents severe illness (Voysey et al., 2021; Knoll and361

Wonodi, 2021), and that the probability of hospitalization and ICU admission of vaccinated individuals362

is 0. In NL, there is 10,256 individuals aged 85 and above, and 12,617 are between 80 and 84 years363

old (Population and Demographics). Vaccinating half of the 80-84 age group corresponds therefore to364

vaccinating 6,309 individuals.365
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• Age-stratified probabilities of hospitalization given infection if individuals aged 85 and above are366

vaccinated:367

ph = {0.0008, 0.0026, 0.0101, 0.0273, 0.0454, 0.0915, 0.1537, 0.2250, 0.1394}.368

• Average probability of hospitalization if individuals aged 85 and above are vaccinated:369

Ph = (
∑
phpnl)× 100 = 7.89%370

• Age-stratified probabilities of ICU admission if individuals aged 85 and above are vaccinated:371

pu = {0.0000, 0.0001, 0.0005, 0.0014, 0.0029, 0.0112, 0.0421, 0.0972, 0.0988}.372

• Average probability of hospitalization if individuals aged 85 and above are vaccinated:373

Pu = (
∑
pupnl)× 100 = 2.35%374

• Age-stratified probabilities of hospitalization if half of the 80-84 age group and individuals aged 85375

and above are vaccinated:376

phr = {0.0008, 0.0026, 0.0101, 0.0273, 0.0454, 0.0915, 0.1537, 0.2250, 0.0697}.377

• Average probability of hospitalization when half of the 80-84 age group and individuals aged 85 and378

above are vaccinated:379

Phr = (
∑
phrpnlr)× 100 = 7.61%380

• Age-stratified probabilities of ICU admission if half of the 80-84 age group and individuals aged 85381

and above are vaccinated:382

pur = {0.0000, 0.0001, 0.0005, 0.0014, 0.0029, 0.0112, 0.0421, 0.0972, 0.0494}.383

• Average probability of ICU admission if half of the 80-84 age group and individuals aged 85 and384

above are vaccinated:385

Pur = (
∑
purpnlr)× 100 = 2.14%386

• Most of the rotational workers of Newfoundland and Labrador are between the ages of 25 and387

39 (Hewitt et al., 2018). As the number of individuals in those age classes is high, and as the388

probabilities of hospitalization and ICU admission for those age classes are low, we assume that389

vaccinating rotational workers does not affect the average probabilities of hospitalization and ICU390

admission of the susceptible population.391
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Appendix B: The impact of β on reducing the risk of hospitalization and ICU392

admission.393

Fig. B.1: (a) Number of cumulative cases C(T ) as a function of time T for different values of the transmission rate β (cfr.
Eq. (12)). Dotted lines represent C(T ) before a reduction in the importation rate (m0 = 2/30), while solid lines represent
C(T ) after the importation rate have been reduced by 50% (mr = 1/30). (b) Reduction in the risk of hospitalization and
ICU admission due to a reduction in the importation rate, for different values of the transmission rate β, where the percent
risk reduction is computed as [1 −C(T,m0)/C(T,mr)] × 100. In the plots we consider I0 = 20. For I0 = 0, the reduction in
the risk of hospitalization and ICU admission does not not depend on β nor on time T (cfr. Eq. (13)) and it is constant at
50% (i.e., [1−mr/m0]×100). For I0 > 0 the impact of decreasing importations to reduce hospitalization and ICU admission
is larger when the transmission rate β is low and when longer time intervals are considered.

Fig. B.2: Same as Fig. B.1 but the importation rate is larger, with m0 = 5/30 and mr = 2.5/30.
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